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Introduction  

Mayacert has the responsibility and commitment to ensure compliance with the rules and organic 
regulations of certified operators. Therefore, it has created the necessary procedures for this purpose, 
mainly in those issues that may give rise to confusion. An example of confusion can be the labeling of 
products; so in this opportunity the respective procedure is established. 

Objetive 

The purpose of this document is to establish the steps to follow for the labeling of the products, with 
the organic codes NOP / USDA, Organic Production Standard Mayacert and Organic Products Law (LPO-
Mexico). 

Process 

1.1 NOP/USDA 

1.1.1  Wholesale packaging (not consumer): 

1) The seal of the NOP / USDA and the logo of the certifier are voluntary (see Annex 1). 
2) It is recommended to identify the product as "organic" 

1.1.2 Retail packaging (sale to the consumer): 

1) The NOP / USDA seal and the certifier's logo are voluntary. 
2) The NOP / USDA seal may be used only if the product is "100% organic" or "organic”. 
3) The official seal design is defined in Article 205.311 (see Annex 2). 
4) Private stamps are allowed, as long as they are not more prominent than the NOP / USDA seal. 
5) The name of the certifier must be indicated, with the following sentence "Organic Certificate by 

Mayacert", which must be located below the general information of the producer or processor. 
6) The use of the term "organic" is mandatory. 

1.2  Mayacert Ecological Production Standard (XI. PRODUCT LABELING) 

1.2.1 Use of terms referring to ECOLOGICAL PRODUCTION: 

The terms "bio" and "eco", may be used in isolation or combined, for the labeling and advertising of a 
product when it meets the requirements established in the Standards. 
 
The terms "bio" and "eco" may not be applied to products whose labeling or advertising should indicate 
that the product in question contains GMOs, is composed of GMOs or is produced from GMOs. 
 
With regard to processed foods, the terms "bio" and "eco" may be used: 
In the sales denomination, provided that:  

i. Processed foods comply with the provisions of the Standards.  
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ii. At least 95%, expressed by weight, of the ingredients of agricultural origin are 
organic.  

1.2.2 Mandatory Indications: 

When the terms «bio» and «eco» are used: 
 

a. The numerical code of Mayacert must also appear on the labeling when the operator is responsible 
for the last production or preparation operation. 

b. The Community logo of the European Union (EU), for packaged foods, may also appear on the 
packaging. 

c. When the community logo is used, the indication of the place where the agricultural raw materials 
of which the product is made shall also be included in the same visual field as the logo and shall take 
one of the following forms, as appropriate. 
 
i. « EU Agriculture »: when agricultural raw materials have been obtained in the EU. 
ii. « Non-EU Agriculture», when agricultural raw materials have been obtained in third 

countries. 
iii. « EU / non-EU agriculture»: when part of the agricultural raw material has been obtained in 

the Community and another part in a third country. 
 

The reference 'EU' or 'non-EU' referred to in the first paragraph may be replaced by the name of a country 
or supplemented by that name in the event that all the agricultural raw materials of which the product is 
made have been obtained in the country in question. 

 
The use of the Community logo and the indication of "EU" or "non-EU" agriculture will be optional for 
products not produced in the EU. However, when the Community logo appears on the label, then the 
indication "EU" or "non-EU" agriculture must also appear on the labeling.  
 

1.2.3 EU Ecological Logo: 

a. The community logo of organic production may be used in the labeling, presentation and 
advertising of products that meet the requirements established in the Standards. 
 

b. The community logo will not be used in the case of products in conversion. 
 

1.2.4 Conditions applicable to the use of the Numeric Code and the Place of Origin: 

Independent of the use of the EU logo (European Union), it is mandatory to use the numeric code of the 
Mayacert certifier (AB-BIO-169), assigned by the European Commission, which is described below: 
AB: It must be replaced by the official ISO acronyms of the respective country where the last product 
process was carried out, in accordance with the international standard ISO 3166 for the two-letter codes of 
the countries. 
BIO: They are fixed abbreviations assigned by the European Commission to the Mayacert certifier. 
169: Fixed number assigned by the European Commission for the Mayacert certifier. 

 
For example, for Guatemala, Mayacert's numeric code is the following:  
GT-BIO-169 
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a. Therefore, for the countries where there are currently operators, the numeric code 
of MAYACERT will be: 
 
Guatemala: GT-BIO- 169 
El Salvador: SV-BIO- 169 
Honduras: HN-BIO- 169 
Nicaragua: NI-BIO- 169 
Mexico: MX-BIO- 169 
Dominican Republic: DO-BIO- 169 
Colombia: CO-BIO- 169 
Peru: PE-BIO- 169 
Belize: BZ-Bio-169 
 
For the United States of America, the code is: US-ORG-024 
 

b. The numeric code of MAYACERT must be used in the labeling and it will be placed in the same 
visual field as the ecological EU logo, in case this logo is used in the labeling. 
 

The indication of the place where the agricultural raw materials of which the product is made will be located 
immediately below the numerical code mentioned in the previous paragraph, if the EU logo is used.  
 
It must bear the phrase "EU Agriculture" or "Non-EU Agriculture" or "EU / non-EU Agriculture" or 
Agriculture of the country where the raw material was produced, for example if it were Guatemala, the 
phrase should read "Agriculture of Guatemala". The operator who carried out the last process of the 
product, decides which of the two phrases will be used. 
 

1.2.5 Specific labeling requirements for Products of Plant Origin in Conversion:  

Products of plant origin in conversion may bear the indication 'product in conversion to organic farming', 
provided that: 

i. A conversion period of at least 12 months before harvest has been respected. 
ii. The indication is written in a color, size and type of letter that is not more visible than the sales 

name of the product and that all letters are the same size. 
iii. The product contains a single vegetable ingredient of agricultural origin. 
iv. The indication is linked to the Mayacert numeric code. 

1.2.6 Other Considerations 

 
1) The use of the term "organic" is mandatory. 
2) The use of the certifier's logo is voluntary. 
3) The use of the EU logo is not allowed in products that can refer to "organic" only in the list of 

ingredients. 
4) Private stamps are allowed. 
5) If you decide to use the European Union logo, you must use the official logo design, defined in the 

Mayacert Organic Production Standard (XI, PRODUCT LABELING, Annex XI). 
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1.3 LAW OF ORGANIC PRODUCTS (LPO-MExico) 
 
The organic products law and its regulations regulate the use of the national badge in the 
labeling and packaging of those products that have been certified as organic. The request of the 
operator will be evaluated in accordance with the criteria cited with the Agreement by which the national 
seal of the organic products is known and the general rules for use in the labeling of certified organic 
products are established and comply with the Title III of the agreement through which the Guidelines for 
the Organic Operation of Agricultural Activities are made public. 

1.3.1 Obtaining the authorization of the NATIONAL DISTINCTION 

Operators who wish to use the reference of the national seal in their packaging or packaging of products 
must submit the following requirements to the certifying agency: 

 
1) application through annex 4 format to the Mayacert Mexico office. Indicating clearly: the type of 

product to be labeled, the volume and the production cycle to which said organic product 
corresponds. (Word format, jpg or pdf) 

2) Copy of the design of the color label of the organic product. (jpg or pdf format) 
3) Copy of the current certificate. (jpg or pdf format) 
4) The request of the operator will be evaluated according to the mentioned criteria.  
5) The label must indicate in accordance with Article 201 of the Guidelines of the Organic Products Law, 

the following information: 
 
A)  The organic ID number of the operator. 
B)   SENASICA-OCO-20-002, identification of Mayacert México SC  
C)  Indicate that the product is free of Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs), in compliance with 

Article 44 of the Organic Products Law Regulation. 
D)  For processed and packaged products, the operator must declare on the label the category 

corresponding to the% of organic ingredients that constitute it, the above in accordance with 
Annex 4 of this manual. 

E)   The national badge logo must comply with the provisions of annex 5 of this manual.  
 

6) In compliance with the aforementioned criteria, the agency will issue the authorization for the use of 
the National Organic Distinction, for which the signed and sealed labels will be sent via email. 
 

7) In the event that the interested party does not comply with the required information, they will be 
asked to complete and / or complete the requirements, otherwise the request will be considered as 
not submitted.  

1.3.2 Mandatory requirement of Labeling 

In the case of the first certification (even if the operator is not going to export), the design of the 
labeling for NOP / USDA and / or EU, as appropriate, must be sent to Mayacert for the review and 
approval process. 

Anexo 1 - Logotipos 
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1) NOP/USDA: 
 
 

 
 
2) EU: 

 

 
 

3) MAYACERT: 

 
 

4) 4) National Organic Distinction (LPO-México) 

 
 
 

Annex 2 - Instructions for the Labeling of Organic Products 
according to the NOP-USDA Standards. 
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The National Organic NOP program defines the logo in its standards, and 
distinguishes the following certification categories: 
- Organic - 100% organic - Made with Organic - Feed for livestock - Products with less 
than 70% organic ingredients. 
=> Products with less than 70% organic ingredients are exempt from certification (see 
§205.101, exemptions and exclusions from certification) 
 
Summary table of the labeling requirements for the different categories: 

NOP-USDA Standards 
 
100% organic 

 
Organic 

 
Made / Made with Organic 

Only reference to organic 
ingredients 

 
Only organic agricultural 
ingredients without the 
use of adjuvants 

 
Minimum 95% of 
agricultural 
ingredients, according 
to the National list 

 
Minimum 70% non-organic 
agricultural ingredients, you 
must not use the USDA seal. 
 
You can include "Made with 
(specified ingredients) organic" 
when the statement does not 
have a list of more than three 
ingredients produced 
organically; or a list of more 
than three of the food groups 
specified in §205.304 (a) (ii); 
and that, in addition, all the 
ingredients of each food group 
in the product list must be 
produced organically; 
 
What appears in the letters of 
the statement should not 
exceed half the size of the 
largest letter in the panel and 
should appear entirely in the 
same size, style and color of 
the letter, without being 
highlighted. 

Less than 70% organic 
ingredients, USDA or 
certification seal is not 
allowed 
 
You must identify each 
organically produced 
ingredient in the ingredient 
statement with the word 
"organic", or with an 
asterisk or other reference 
mark which is defined under 
the ingredient statement to 
indicate that the ingredient 
is produced organically, and 
if the ingredients produced 
Organically they are 
identified in the ingredient 
statement, you can show 
the percentage of organic 
content of the ingredient in 
the information panel. 

 
The term "organic" can not be used in the name of 
a product to modify a non-organic ingredient in the 
product. 
 
Customers who produce products according to the 
standards of a foreign country or under the 
requirements of the foreign contracting buyer may 
label their products in accordance with the organic 
labeling requirements of the recipient country or 
the contracting buyer and indicate the term "For 
export only" '' In the shipping documents that must 
comply with the labeling requirements specified in 
§205.307 (c). 
 
In the information panel, below the information 
that identifies the processor or distributor of the 
product and preceded by the declaration: 
"Certified as organic by ***", or a similar phrase, 
the name of the certifying agent that certified must 
be identified to the developer of the finished 
product and can indicate the address of the 
business, the Internet address, or the telephone 
number of the certifying agent on that label. 

 
Each organic ingredient in the ingredient statement is identified with the word 
"Organic" or with the asterisk or other reference mark that is defined under the 
ingredient statement to indicate that the ingredient is produced organically. 

 
Percentage calculation: 
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    (1) Dividing the total net weight (excluding water and salt) of the combined organic ingredients in the 
formulation by the total weight (excluding water and salt) of the finished product. 
    (2) Dividing the volume of fluid of all the organic ingredients (excluding water and salt) by the volume of the fluid 
of the finished product (excluding water and salt) if the product and the ingredients are liquid. If the liquid product 
is identified in the main display panel or information panel as reconstituted concentrates, the calculation must be 
made on the basis of single strength concentrations of the ingredients and the finished product. 
    (3) For products that contain organically produced ingredients in solid and liquid form, dividing the combined 
weight of the solid ingredients and the weight of the liquid ingredients (excluding water and salt) by the total 
weight (excluding water and salt) of the finished product. 
 
The percentage must be determined by the processor that adheres the label on the packaging to the consumer, 
and verified by the certifying agent of the processor. The processor must use information provided by the certified 
operation when determining the percentage. 
 
The percentage statement of the organic ingredients must not exceed half the size of the largest letter on the 
panel and appear entirely in the same size, style and color of the letter, without being highlighted. 
 

 

I think for the cattle: 

100% organic Organic 

 
It must contain not less than 100% of a raw or 
processed agricultural product produced organically 
(excluding water and salt). 

 
 
Debe ser producido en conformidad con §205.237 

 
 
They must be processed according to §205.3 01 (f) 
 
They must be labeled in accordance with the requirements of §205.306. 
 
They can exhibit: 

o The statement "100 percent organic" or "organic", as applicable, to modify the name of the feed 
product; 

o The USDA seal; 
o The seal, logo or other mark that identifies the certifying agent that certified the production or 

processing operation that produces the raw or organically processed ingredients used in the final 
product, as long as such stamps or marks are not displayed in a more prominent way that the 
USDA seal; 

o The word "organic", or an asterisk or other reference mark which is defined on the packaging to 
identify the ingredients that are organically produced. Water and salt included as ingredients can 
not be identified as organic 

 
They must, in the information panel, below the information that identifies the producer or distributor of the 
product and preceded by the declaration: include "Organic Certificate by MAYACERT" Certified Organic by 
MAYACERT, or a similar phrase and show the name of the certifying agent that certified the developer of the 
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finished product.  

 

 

Requisitos para etiquetas en envases al por Mayor (No al consumidor) 

Required The label must allow and identify who is responsible for the product. 

It is recommended to identify the product as "organic" 

Voluntary USDA Seal, Certifier Logo. 

Labeling in non-retail containers used only for shipping or storage - NOP-USDA 
 

100% organic 
 

Organic 
 

Made with Organic 
 
 They must indicate the production lot number of the product when applicable. 
 
They may display the following terms or marks: 

- The name and contact information of the certifying agent that certified the processor that assembled 
the final product; 

- Identification of the product as organic; 
- Special handling instructions necessary to maintain the organic integrity of the product; 
- The USDA seal; 
- The seal, logo, or other identification mark of the certifying agent that certified the organic production 

or processing operation that elaborated or processed the final product. 
 
It is clearly marked with "For export only" if it is intended for export, provided that proof of the trademark of that 
container and export by the processor must be maintained in accordance with the record keeping requirements 
for operations exempt and excluded under §205.101. 
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 Anexo 3 - Instructivo de Etiquetado de productos Orgánicos de 
acuerdo a LPO-MEXICO. 

 

 
To declare that the 
Product is: 

"Organic" or "100% organic" (or a similar 
statement) 

The product Debe contener al menos 95 por ciento de 
ingredientes producidos orgánicamente, 
excluyendo agua y sal. 
Puede contener hasta un 5% de ingredientes 
incluidos en el Cuadro 5 del ANEXO 1 de los 
lineamientos de la ley de productos orgánicos, 
cuando no estén disponibles comercialmente en 
forma orgánica. 
Deben estar libres de sustancias prohibidas. 
No debe contener sulfitos añadidos. 

The label MUST: Show a declaration of ingredients. 
Show the list of organic ingredients, when they 
come from properly identified organic products. 
Water and salt, included as ingredients, can not 
be identified as organic. 
 
Indicate in the lower part, the name and address 
of the processor (packer, distributor, importer, 
processor, etc.) of the finished product and 
preceded by the declaration: 

 
 
 
 

Requirements for retail packaging labels (Sale to the consumer) 

 
Logo Oficial  

NOP-USDA 

                                                    
 
 
Design details 
  

Defined in § 205.311 
Products containing organic ingredients between 70 and 95% can use the phrase "made 
with organic (specified food ingredients or group (s)") to modify the name of the product in 
the retail display, the labeling and display containers (No more than three ingredients or 
organic food groups). 

Required Use of the seal is not mandatory 

Optional Use of the seal is Voluntary in "100% organic" and "Organic" products 

 
Not allowed 

For products "made with organic ingredients" 
For products that can refer to "organic" only in the list of ingredients. 

National, 
private and 
certifying logos 

(National stamps do not apply) 
Certification stamps are allowed as long as they are not more prominent than the NOP-
USDA logo 
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"Certified as organic by ....", Or a similar phrase, 
followed by the name of the Secretariat, the 
approved organic certification body or body 
recognized by the Secretariat to apply a 
participatory certification. The seals of the 
certification entities can not be used to comply 
with this requirement. 

The label CAN 
show: 

Show the term "organic" 
Carry the national seal and / or stamp (s) of the 
Secretariat, the approved organic certification 
body or body recognized by the Secretariat to 
apply a participatory certification. 
Show the business address, Internet address or 
phone number of the Secretariat, the approved 
organic certification body or body recognized by 
the Secretariat to apply a participatory 
certification. 

When you want 
to declare: 

"Made with Organic Ingredients" (or a similar 
statement) 

The product It must contain at least 70 percent organically 
produced ingredients, excluding water and salt. 
It must not contain added sulfites, except wine 
(may contain sulfur dioxide) and may contain up 
to 30% of: Non-organically produced agricultural 
ingredients or other substances, including yeast, 
allowed in the annexes to this Agreement. 

The label CAN 
to show: 

The term "Made with ... organic" (specified 
ingredients or food groups). 
"X% organic" or "X% of organic ingredients" The 
commercial address, Internet address or 
telephone number of Mayacert México SC 

To declare: That your product has some organic ingredients 

The product It may contain less than 70% organic ingredients, 
excluding water and salt.It may contain more 
than 30% of: Non-organically produced 
agricultural ingredients, or other substances, 
including yeast allowed in the annexes to this 
Agreement. 

The label MUST: Demonstrate a declaration of ingredients when 
the word organic is used. 
Identify organic ingredients as "organic" in the 
ingredient statement when organic% is exposed. 
Water and salt, included as ingredients, can not 
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be identified as organic. 

The label CAN 
show: 

The organic status of the ingredients in the 
declaration of the ingredients. Water and salt, 
included as ingredients, can not be identified as 
organic. 
"X% of organic ingredients" when ingredients are 
identified organically produced in the 
declaration of ingredients. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Annex 4 - Application form: 
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Annex 5 - Rules of use of the National Distinction of Organic 
Products with specifications, color patterns and other 

characteristics. 
 
The National Distinction of Organic Products is a graphic and typographic composition 
with the following design: 
I. Drawing that integrates three symbols representing a fish whose color will be blue, a 
green hand and a yellow flower; 

I. II. The typography with the words ORGANIC SAGARPA MEXICO wrapping the 

drawing in a circular way. The authorized National Distinction will be: 
In the printing of the National Distinction, a minimum clear space (protection area) 
should always be kept around it to preserve its integrity. The National Distinction 
should never appear linked or invaded by other graphic elements. 
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The construction of the Distinctive is demonstrated in the following way. 
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Any reproduction of the National Distinction must be in accordance with the colors 
specified below: 

The drawing of the national badge can be used in the declaration of properties, including 
advertising material and commercial documents and points of sale and for its use will be made on 
the following funds. 
The suggested minimum print size will preferably be 2.0 cm, which may be less than the minimum, 

as long as the characteristics of the packaging or presentation of the product condition the printing 
area; as specified below: 
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The typeface used in this matter will be that of the Candara Bold family to be used in titles and 
paragraphs of texts in the various communication pieces of the badge, as shown below: 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N Ñ O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n ñ o p q r s t u v w x y z  

1234567890 

 
 
The National Badge must be printed respecting the original design of the logo and name in terms 
of typography and colors, the size may vary according to the label to be used, but it should always 
be taken into consideration that the reduction and / or enlargement is proportional and do not 
disfigure said National Distinction. 
 
 


